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Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 

Practise reading these slides every day

Word of day cheeky    ee speedy      y quickly Test day

Ask an adult 
to test you 
on 5 – 10 
words you 
have been 
learning and 
keep it to 
show your 
teacher 

Reading 
words 

Find the 
words in the 
text 

Practise spelling 
mild /spicy /hot 
words each day 
2 – 3 words

Practise 2 –3 words 
to spell
Your choice of 
words from the mild
spicy or hot ( you 
can mix them up! 

Practise 2 – 3 words 
to spell
Your choice of 
words from the mild
spicy or hot ( you 
can mix them up! 

Practise 2 – 3 words 
to spell
Your choice of 
words from the mild
spicy or hot ( you 
can mix them up! 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources


Weekly Spellings 
• Over the week please choose 2/3 

words each day ( hot, spicy , mild) 
to learn . 

• Use different ways that you enjoy 
to practise them. 

• Ask an adult to test you on them 
on Friday and keep the result for 
your teacher 



Practise reading these sounds every day



Practise reading these 
sounds every day



y These are the different ways of spelling ee



Belongs with ee words 

speed      feed          cheese                            
c seen     sleeve 

Rhymes with   cheesy 

LESSON 1
Word of the day - clues  



cheeky



speed   meet   
seed     feed    
weed greet   

What can you see?

Say it act it out!  



meet     meat  
heel     heal
see      sea

seen     scene

What can you see?

Say it act it out!  



meet     meat  
heel     heal
see      sea

seen     scene
cheese   cheesy
sleeve     cheeky
teenager      What can you

see?
Say it act it out!  

wh



Read the last  three ee slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  

What 
can you 
see?



Belongs with y words 

angry happy lucky
n nasty unhappy
cnasty

Rhymes with   greedy

LESSON 2
Word of the day - clues  



speedy



angry   
greedy 
happy
lucky

Say it act it out!  

Happy!



happy   unhappy 
happier
happiest    
lucky     unlucky
luckier
angry  
angrier 
angriest 

Say it act it out!  

happy



Read the last  two y slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  

!  



Belongs with y words 

angry happy lucky
n nasty unhappy
cnasty

Rhymes with   sickly

LESSON 3
Word of the day - clues  



quickly



sad + ly = sadly
slow  +ly = slowly 
loud + ly   = loudly 

ly

Say it act it out!  



sad + ly = sadly
slow  +ly = slowly 
loud + ly   = loudly 
quick + ly = quickly
usual  +ly = usually 
final + ly   = finally
stupid + ly = stupidly 

Say it act it out!  

ly



Read the last  two y slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  

!  

ly



LESSON 4 
Read - Find and write out ee    y   words     

The dragon gets very angry and has bright red wings. The 
code key is not on the dragon’s body. Ant was looking for the 
CODE key on a rocky path. Suddenly, the BITE swooped 
down. There was the key!  Mini quickly ran back to the jeep. 
The BITE fell and hurt its wing. The children were lucky 
because they still had the key. At last, they had what they 
needed.

ee y    



Read - Find and write out ee  ly  y  words     

ee    y    ly ey

The dragon gets very angry and has bright red wings. The 
code key is not on the dragon’s body. Ant was looking for the 
CODE key on a rocky path. Suddenly, the BITE swooped 
down. There was the key!  Mini quickly ran back to the jeep. 
The BITE fell and hurt its wing. The children were lucky 
because they still had the key. At last, they had what they 
needed.



LESSON  5  Test day! 
Ask and adult to test you on the words you have 
been learning –
Choose mild  spicy and hot words - between 5 
and 10.
Please record it on paper so that your teacher 
can see how you did. 
Good luck ! 
p.s you can choose a mixture 
from each group of words of 
you want to.

speed  
weed 
greet
angry
happy
lucky
quickly 
usually 
finally 


